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Perceptions of system competence and communicative ability, termed partner models, play a significant role in speech interface
interaction. Yet we do not know what the core dimensions of this concept are. Taking a psycholexical approach, our paper is the first
to identify the key dimensions that define partner models in speech agent interaction. Through a repertory grid study (N=21), a review
of key subjective questionnaires, an expert review of resulting word pairs and an online study of 356 users of speech interfaces, we
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concept, emphasising the importance of salience and the dynamic nature of these perceptions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Through the growing use of devices like Amazon Echo and Google Home, speech agents have become common dialogue
partners. Unlike embodied conversational agents (ECAs) or robots, speech agents rely heavily on voice as a primary
form of interaction, lacking the embodiment required for common forms of non-linguistic communication (e.g. physical
gestures) [49]. Speech agent interaction research has emphasised the importance of user’s perceptions toward a system’s
competence and communicative ability as a dialogue partner (i.e. their partner models), impacting speech choices
[16, 40] and the types of tasks that users entrust speech agents with [49, 88]. However, while the role of partner models
is widely acknowledged [16, 39, 40, 88, 97], the concept is currently under-defined with regards to its underlying
dimensions.
Our paper contributes by being the first to define the key dimensions that constitute people’s partner models for
speech agents. Taking a psycholexical approach, our work gathered a set of word pairs to describe a person’s partner
model of speech agents, before using principal component analysis (PCA) to identify the dimensions that emerge
from these word pairs. To achieve this we conducted two phases of item generation. In phase 1, we conducted a
repertory grid study exploring perceptions of speech agents as dialogue partners among 21 users, providing 246 unique
user-generated word pairs. In phase 2, we conducted a review of items from subjective questionnaires applicable to
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partner modelling related concepts. These included speech interface usability and user experience measures as well as
socio-cognitive measures of concepts such as theory of mind and anthropomorphism, generating a further 155 word
pairs. Following a screening process, 51 items were selected for use in an online questionnaire, used to measure speech
agent perceptions. Through principal component analysis (PCA) of questionnaire responses from 356 users, we identify
three key dimensions that form part a user’s partner model in speech agent interaction: 1) Partner competence and
dependability (emerging from perceptions of competence, reliability and precision); 2) human-likeness (whether the
speech agent is perceived as human-like, warm, social or transactional); and 3) cognitive flexibility (whether the speech
agent is perceived as flexible, interactive or spontaneous). For a full list of attributes within each dimension see Table
5. Our research is the first to outline and quantify the multi-dimensional nature of partner models for speech agent
interaction. This constitutes a significant step in defining partner models as a concept, facilitating further elaboration of
the theory, and providing a scaffold for future user-centered speech interface research.
2 RELATEDWORK
The following section presents a synthesis of theoretical accounts for partner modelling, research examining their role
in speech interface interactions, and evidence for their impact on language production. Although our research is focused
on speech agents, the work reviewed incorporates findings from robotics as well as findings from human-machine
(HMD) and human-human dialogue (HHD).
2.1 The Construction and Dimensionality of Partner Models
Rooted in research on perspective taking in HHD, partner models stem from the idea that people enter dialogue
with assumptions about their interlocutors [16, 32] and that these drive language choices in conversation [17, 32, 60].
Conceptually, partner models might be thought of as mental models of a dialogue partner, yet there are differences in
how these are conceptualised. Mental models are small-scale internal representations of the world and objects within it
[43]. Whereas, partner models refer more specifically to a person’s internal representation of an interlocutor’s (human
or machine) dialogic competence, considering their capabilities and knowledge as a "communicative and social being"
[42, p. 1]. Initially, these assumptions take the form of a broad global partner model. This global model is triggered by a
host of verbal and non-verbal cues, such as a speaker’s accent or language choices, age, gender and ethnicity [16, 93],
and is initially based on broad stereotypes about the cultural groups an interlocutor is assumed to belong to [16, 125].
Global models are then updated in accordance with direct experience, gradually leading to the construction of a more
individualised local partner model for a specific interlocutor [17].
Although partner models are seen as influential in HHD and HMD [16, 38, 40, 52], studies in HMD tend to be relatively
broad and unspecific when scoping the concept. Research has identified that users tend to see systems as at-risk listeners
[97] or basic conversational partners [16] when compared to humans. Yet qualitative research suggests that, rather than
being simplistic and unidimensional in nature, these models may be complex and multifaceted, constructed through
attempts to understand both functional limitations and social relevance of speech technologies [49, 86]. This results in
significant "...overlaps and blurrings between explanatory categories such as ’human’ and ’machine’” [86, p. 1], with
people’s partner models in a constant state of flux as they attempt to rationalise their experiences with speech agents.
This explanation is very similar to accounts of how global partner models are updated in the construction of more
accurate local partner models [17]. It is also similar to socio-cognitive explanations of how mental models are updated,
where two superordinate models are compared along relevant dimensions [70, 132].
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Other research has noted how these models are heavily influenced by the human-likeness of speech systems.
Superficial cues of human-likeness in speech agents, such as expressive synthetic voices [2] that use conversational
rules and structures adapted from HHD [53, 61], prompt frequent comparisons with humans among users [38]. Indeed,
human-like heuristic models seem to act as an anchor for users’ initial expectations [38, 42, 49]. For instance, in a study
looking at perceived knowledge of landmarks, people’s estimations of what humans and machines knew were strongly
positively correlated, though people expected machine partners to have a wider breadth of knowledge [38]. Similar
results have also been found in human-robot interaction (HRI) [115], whilst others have emphasised the importance of
perceived anthropomorphism and intelligence in robot interactions [8, 113]. Collectively, this work suggests that the
construction of a user’s initial partner model may be significantly influenced by assumptions that are driven by the
human-like design of speech agents, which sets high expectations for a system’s abilities and competence. However, the
inaccuracy of this initial human-like global model is quickly identified by users, prompting comparisons that highlight
the system’s inherent functional limitations. This gulf between a user’s initial expectations and their actual experiences
creates cognitive conflict, leading to frustration, limited engagement [88], and subsequent updating of their global
model [17, 86, 88].
2.2 The Importance of Partner Models for Interaction
In addition to frustration caused by dissonance between people’s initial models and their actual experiences [88], there
is ample evidence that partner models significantly influence language behaviour in HMD. This is commonly found in
comparative studies of language in interactions with human and machine partners. When compared to HHD, in HMD
people are shown to use more concise syntax [3, 11], fewer anaphoric pronouns [11] and less variation in dialogue
strategies [3, 11]. Partner models have also been shown to influence a key linguistic phenomena known as lexical
alignment [125] - a tendency for dialogue partners to converge on the same lexical terms during dialogue. Specifically,
people show stronger lexical alignment when they believe they are interacting with a computer compared to a human
dialogue partner, and when they believe they are interacting with a basic computer compared to an advanced computer
[15, 16]. These results mirror earlier work showing stronger lexical alignment in interactions with basic systems [99]
and later work showing stronger alignment in interactions with avatar based virtual agents versus human dialogue
partners [12]. People have also demonstrated a higher likelihood of using American English terms to describe objects
when interacting with an American accented speech system compared to an Irish accented speech system [40]. Design
cues used to signal and encourage anthropomorphism also influence changes in language behaviour. For instance,
systems that use anthropomorphic dialogue strategies encourage increased levels of politeness, indirect phrasings and
use of second person pronouns [18]. These various forms of linguistic adaptation are thought to result from people
using their partner models to hypothesize ways of ensuring communicative success, similar to the concept of audience
design [10].
2.3 The Psycholexical Approach
The psycholexical approach is the most well established and widely used method in psychology for identifying
dimensions that underlie subjective constructs [81]. With a long history in personality and individual differences
research, the approach also underscores a number of different cognitive, psychoanalytic and behavioural techniques
[81]. Historically it has been used to distinguish the interpersonal traits of people and products, including technological
artifacts [67, 128] and assistive technologies [116]. The basic tenet behind the psycholexical approach is that people’s
perceptions of an experience become encoded in their language [128], which can be accessed introspectively. This data
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Fig. 1. Overview of research approach and results
can then be analysed using a variety of cluster analysis techniques to identify consistencies across the terms people use
to define their perceptions, outlining the underlying dimensions of a given construct [128].
2.4 Research Aims
From the work discussed, it is clear that partner models play an important role in speech agent interaction. Yet current
conceptualisations lack detail and dimensionality, which limits its utility as a concept. A more detailed explanation of
partner models is crucial to future speech agent research. Further delineation of this concept is needed to help explain
what drives speech interaction behaviours in more detail and elaborate on current accounts to better explain speech
interaction phenomena [33]. By uncovering the common salient dimensions of partner models, speech agent designers
and researchers can potentially measure the impact of design changes on users’ perceptions and behaviours. Through a
multi-method psycholexical strategy, we aim to identify the key dimensions relevant to partner modelling in speech
agent dialogue.
3 OUR APPROACH
Following previous work [128] we took a psycholexical approach to define and identify the dimensions of partner
models, gathering a set of word pairs that describe the concept and then identifying clusters within these word pairs
through PCA. Word pairs were generated over two phases. Phase 1 used the repertory grid technique (RGT) with 21
users generating word pairs relevant to their partner models, resulting in 246 unique word pairs. In phase 2 we added
a further 155 word pairs based on a review of subjective questionnaire metrics used to measure partner modelling
related concepts. Word pairs were then screened for duplicates as well as by two domain experts to identify the most
relevant word pairs for conceptualising partner models. From this 51 items were retained and were given to 356 users
to evaluate their experiences with speech agents through an online questionnaire study. We then used PCA to analyse
questionnaire responses, identifying word pair clusters and the key partner model dimensions that emerge from these
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clusters. Further details of these stages and processes are outlined below, with an overall outline of the research shown
in Figure 1.
Fig. 2. Example of repertory grid. Amazon Alexa, through Echo Dot (Blue), and Siri (Green) are compared to a human (Red)
conversational partner. Coloured lines on repertory grid refer to ratings for each elements on constructs identified
3.1 Word Pair Generation Phase 1: Repertory Grid
3.1.1 Research Design. Initial conceptualisation of partner models emphasises that they are perceptions of a dialogue
partner’s communicative ability [16] and that, in the context of speech agent interaction, they appear to carry a strong
initial anthropomorphic and social component [38, 49, 86]. To elicit items related to partner models we had people make
direct comparisons between the communicative ability of speech agents and human interlocutors, which were gathered
as part of a recent study [49]. The procedure involved use of the RGT [77]. Commonly used as part of personal construct
theory in psychology [77], RGT is an experience-orientated research approach designed to discover important latent
dimensions of people’s perceptions towards particular people or objects [59, 71, 77]. Highlighted as a way to gather
insight about how people conceptualise experiences, the technique requires participants to generate word pairs (termed
personal constructs) that describe, conceptualise and compare particular objects of study (termed elements) [77]. When
using the technique, participants are exposed to three elements at a time during a familiarization session, two similar
and one dissimilar, through a paradigm known as triading. Triading is designed to make comparisons easier by making
important characteristics more salient for participants [59, 71]. Construct elicitation comes next, where participants
compile a list of words (a.k.a. implicit constructs) that best describe key similarities and differences between each of
the elements, before identifying an appropriate opposite pole (a.k.a. emergent construct). This adds context for each
implicit construct generated. During construct elicitation participants are asked to talk aloud, providing further context
and reasoning around why they are choosing certain words and how it relates to their interactions. RGT therefore
allows researchers an insight into an individual’s reasoning and conceptualising process for the elements presented
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in a study [59]. The final phase is a rating phase, where participants rate where each of the elements sit between the
various word pairs they provided. Historically, RGT has been used in educational psychology [119] and information
design [67]. It has also been used to examine perceptions of website usability [126], strategic information systems [31],
mobile technologies [55] and human-likeness in speech interfaces [49]. In HCI the technique provides a user-centered,
exploratory approach that identifies how people define and describe their conceptualisation of technological artefacts
[55]. This user-centered exploration was critical to ensure word pairs closely represented how users perceive speech
interfaces as dialogue partners.
3.1.2 Participants. 24 participants from a European university were recruited via email. Each was given a €10 honorar-
ium for taking part. Three participants were omitted from the data due to difficulties completing the grids unassisted.
Of the remaining 21 participants (f=9, m=11; mean age=23.1yrs, sd=5.49) all were native or near native English speakers.
Relatively frequent speech interface users accounted for 38.1% of participants (daily, a few times per week, or a few
times per month), with people who use them rarely (38.1%) or never (23.8%) making up the rest of the sample. Among
those that had used speech interfaces, Apple’s Siri was most commonly used (50%), followed by Google Assistant (31.3%)
and Amazon Alexa (18.8%).
Table 1. Question types with examples
Question/request type Question/request format
Conversational
How are you today?
Where are you from?
Tell me a joke
Information retrieval
Who is [insert famous person’s name]?
What is the square root of [insert three digit number]?
How do I get to the City Centre from here?
Subjective/opinion-based
Do you like [insert favorite genre of music]?
Can you recommend a place to eat [insert favorite food when eating out]?
What do you think of [insert famous person’s name - same as before]?
3.1.3 Procedure. Upon arrival at the lab, participants were briefed about the nature of the study and what participation
entailed, and were given details about their rights regarding participation and data protection. Next, they were asked to
provide basic demographic information along with details about their speech interface usage. Then the familiarization
phase began, where participants interacted with three different dialogue partners (elements): a human (a member of the
research team) and two speech agents, namely Siri through a smartphone and Alexa using an Echo Dot smart speaker.
The order of interactions with each dialogue partner was counterbalanced between participants, with interactions
limited to a set of 9 predefined questions (see Table 1). Questions were designed to emphasise differences in the way
these types of dialogue partners communicate; further prompting direct comparisons between the communicative
capabilities of humans and speech agents. Following the familiarization phase participants were shown an empty grid
and were asked to ‘write a list of words (implicit constructs) that best described the key similarities and differences
between each of the dialogue partners (elements), focusing on their communicative abilities.’ If needing a further
prompt participants were asked to generate words by focusing on ‘how you felt about the way each partner received
and communicated information.’ In accordance with RGT protocol [59], the interviewer did not guide word generation,
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encouraging them to move on or return to a word if they were finding generation difficult. After compiling a list of
implicit constructs, participants were then tasked with identifying a list of emergent constructs (i.e. an appropriate
opposite word for each implicit construct). This lead to a word pair being created that the users feel reflects an important
aspect of the communicative abilities of speech agents, relative to humans. Throughout this construct elicitation phase
participants were encouraged to talk aloud, providing context and reasoning around why they were choosing certain
words and how it related to their interactions. Finally there was a rating phase where participants placed each partner
on a line between each of the word pairs. This was used to identify whether a particular implicit or emergent construct
is more closely associated with human or machine dialogue partners, and provided context to support data analysis.
3.1.4 Results. Participants produced a total of 266 construct pairs, 246 of which were unique pairings. For brevity a
sample of these word pairs are shown in Table 2, with a full list of word pairs available in supplementary materials.
Table 2. Sample word pairs generated from repertory grid study. Full word pair list are included in Supplementary Material
Opinionated/Non-judgmental; Biased/Neutral; Free/Bookish; Expansive/Limited;
Spontaneous/Pre-programmed; Colloquial/Universal knowledge;
Abstract/Specific knowledge; Lateral/Inflexible thinking; Personal relatability/Manufactured;
Genuineness/Ungenuine; Real/Fake; Canny/Uncanny; Emotional/Cold;
Personal/Robotic; Connection/Disconnected-disinterested; Engaged/Remote;
Humour/Humourless; Expansive/To-the-point; Convenience/Inconvenience;
Elaborate/Pointed; Polite/Blunt or rude; Colloquial/Formal; Vague/Detailed;
Two-way/One-way; Conversive/Monologue; Humanness/Machineness; Real/Organic-Artificial;
Personalised/Commercialised; No agenda/Agenda; To help/To serve
3.2 Word Pair Pool Generation Phase 2: SubjectiveQuestionnaire Review
3.2.1 Research Design and Procedure. Findings from the RGT study provide a strong starting point, with 246 word
pairs produced. However, to ensure the set of word pairs provided comprehensive coverage, we also conducted a
review of relevant subjective questionnaires. This involved a review of all subjective questionnaire metrics identified
in a recent systematic review of speech interface research in HCI [33]. We also conducted a Google Scholar search
for subjective questionnaires used to measure concepts related to partner modelling, namely: theory of mind; mental
models; perspective taking; metacognition; anthropomorphism and dehumanisation; and social-cognition. Each of
these topics was used as a search term, prefaced by the terms ‘questionnaire’, ‘survey’ and ‘subjective measure’. After
reviewing a total of 75 measures, 44 were identified as containing items that could contribute to the pool of word
pairs being generated. These included established and bespoke HCI usability measures used in previous speech and
HMD research (n=17), and established measures from socio-cognitive psychology covering the range of topics outlined
above (n=27). Contributing questionnaires and specific items co-opted from them are included in Table 3. A full list
of questionnaires and co-opted items are provided in supplementary materials. The vast majority of the measures
reviewed here adopted Likert scale response options, many in conjunction with semantic differential scales similar to
what participants produced using RGT in Phase 1. Where questionnaire items were in the form of a short phrase (e.g.
“The system was pleasant” - SASSI [68]), the key adjective ’pleasant’ was extracted and an appropriate antonym was
generated either from other items on the same scale or by the lead author using a thesaurus.
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3.2.2 Results. The review yielded a further 155 word pairs: 86 word pairs coming from speech interface and HMD
usability and user experience metrics, and 67 from established measures in socio-cognitive psychology. When combined
with the RGT results, the word pair pool after both generation phases stands at a total of 401 pairs of words, which
were then screened as outlined below.
3.3 Word Pair Pool Screening
3.3.1 Procedure. Initial screening was carried out by the lead author to remove duplicates and near duplicates (word
pairs that offered little semantic differentiation; e.g. ‘simple/complex’ and ‘simple/complicated’- only ‘simple/complex’
was retained). Word pairs that were considered too esoteric or vague were also adjusted (e.g. unfettered/restricted
became free/restricted) or removed (e.g. conjunctive/uncoordinated). Multiple word expressions (N=15) were simplified
(e.g. ‘Responsive or adaptive/Rigid or fixed response’. to ‘Adaptive/Fixed’). Transcriptions of talk aloud data were used
to ensure accurate transformation. Finally, word pairs that were deemed obviously unrelated to the concept of partner
modelling (e.g. infectious/uncommunicable), were removed in accordance with best practice guidelines on item pool
screening [81]. These ensure that the word pairs retained provide adequate coverage, retaining as much nuance between
them as possible, whilst ensuring retained pairs are relevant to the concept being addressed. This initial screening
process reduced the pool of items from 401 to 127 word pairs. This drop is largely accounted for by a high degree of
redundancy when both item pools were combined. In cases where word pairs were similar to the RGT generated pairs,
the user-generated RGT pairs were prioritised.
The remaining 127 word pairs were then systematically screened independently by two researchers with expertise in
HCI, speech interaction, partner modelling, dialogue and socio-linguistics research. To guide the screening process
researchers were provided with Kline’s [81] guidelines (outlined above) and a working definition of partner modelling
(outlined below). The working definition was derived from a literature review of seminal work on mental models (e.g.
[43, 73, 74, 94, 95]), early work examining partner models in HHD and HMD interactions (e.g. [16, 17, 37, 38, 51]), and
definitions of ToM (e.g. [6]). The definition is designed to capture the dynamic [17, 74], adaptive [17, 74] and multidimen-
sional [49, 74] nature of partner modelling, with a focus on perceptions of functional, cognitive and empathetic qualities
of a dialogue partner that, according to ToM literature [6], are likely to influence interactions. It also incorporates key
influences on partner models found in dialogue research, namely: stereotypes about the cultural communities a dialogue
partner might belong to, and direct experience interacting with a particular dialogue partner [16, 32]. Both are regarded
as fundamental sources of information in formulating and updating global and local partner models, respectively [17].
The term partner model refers to an interlocutor’s cognitive representation of beliefs about their dialogue part-
ner’s communicative ability. These perceptions are multidimensional and include judgements about cognitive,
empathetic and/or functional capabilities of a dialogue partner. Initially informed by previous experience,
assumptions and stereotypes, partner models are dynamically updated based on a dialogue partner’s behaviour
and/or events during dialogue.
Along with the definition, and best practice guidelines [81], the researchers were also provided with a spreadsheet
containing the remaining 127 word pairs (see supplementary material). Researchers were instructed to review the pool
independently, indicating which word pairs they felt were relevant, not relevant and items they were unsure about. In
cases where they were unsure they were asked to comment on their reason for being unsure, providing details as to
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whether they were unsure about one or both terms in a word pair, and/or why they felt it was not suitable (i.e. not
relevant to the concept, too vague or esoteric, or a more appropriate item is already contained within the pool).
Table 4. Retained word pairs after screening phase. Full list of retained and eliminated items are included in Supplementary Material.
Authentic/Fake; Emotional/Clinical; Concise/Verbose; Subjective/Objective;
Expert/Amateur; Empathetic/Apathetic; Reliable/Uncertain; Illogical/Logical;
Authoritative/Unsure; Flexible/Inflexible; Dependable/Unreliable; Assertive/Submissive;
Colloquial/Formal; Warm/Cold; Efficient/Inefficient; Human-like/Machine-like; Interactive/Start-stop;
Life-like/Tool-like; Adaptive/Fixed; Precise/Vague; Contextual/Non-contextual; Competent/Incompetent;
Personal/Generic; Hesitant/Decisive; Two-way/One-way; Assistant/Servant; Intelligent/Unintelligent;
Elaborative/To-the-point; Misleading/Honest; Repetitive/Versatile; Meandering/Direct; Restricted/Free;
Abstract/Concrete; Basic/Advanced; Capable/Incapable; Sincere/Insincere; Consistent/Inconsistent;
Social/Transactional; Trustworthy/Untrustworthy; Confident/Uncertain; Spontaneous/Predetermined;
Cooperative/Uncooperative; Ambiguous/Clear; Broad/Specific; High Feedback/Low Feedback;
Predictable/Unpredictable; Amusing/Serious; Engaged/Disinterested; Complex/Straightforward;
Free/Restricted; Repetitive/Versatile; Authentic/Fake; Feedback High/Feedback Low
3.3.2 Results. The two domain experts independently agreed upon the retention of 24 word pairs and the rejection of 26
word pairs. The experts then met, along with the lead author, to discuss areas of disagreement (87 word pairs). Following
the discussion a further 27 word pairs were retained leaving a total of 51 to be included in an online questionnaire. Table
4 shows all retained items following the screening process. All eliminated items are included in the supplementary
material.
3.4 Quantifying Perceptions: Online Study and Principal Component Analysis
3.4.1 Research Design. The next step involved presenting the 51 word pairs to participants through an online survey,
which they used to rate their past experiences with the speech agent they interacted with most frequently. Word pairs
were presented in the form of a questionnaire. Taking this empirical approach allows for the identification of word pair
clusters. These then dictate the underlying structure of the concept with the strongest common terms in each cluster
determining the meaning/context of a given dimension. Given the nature of the data produced using RGT, and that
most measures reviewed used a similar response structure, we opted to use a 7-point semantic differential scale. Like
with the RGT, this creates a scale were participants indicate where they feel speech agents sit between two opposite
word poles.
3.4.2 Participants. 390 participants completed the online questionnaire, recruited through email, posters and social
media. Participants who completed the questionnaire were entered into a €200 voucher prize draw. From the 390, 34
participants were excluded due to heavily patterned responses that lack variation (i.e. more than 70% of the same
response option, or 90% across just 3 response options) which is seen as evidence of inattentiveness [89]. This means
that 356 participants were included in the final analysis. All participants (f=65.7%, m=36.8%, non-binary or prefer not
to say=1.7%; age range= 18-70yrs, mean age= 28.5yrs, sd= 10.9) were required to have strong English reading and
comprehension proficiency. Within the sample, 35.4% had completed graduate or post-graduate education, 32.3% had
completed an undergraduate degree and 29.5% had completed secondary and/or vocational education (0.05% preferred
not to say).
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Participants reported moderate levels of experience with speech interfaces (7 point Likert scale; 1=very infrequent to
7=very frequent; mean=3.8, sd=2.06), using 2.6 (sd= 1.3) different devices on average to access them. Speech agents were
by far the most common type of speech interface used, with Apple’s Siri being the most frequently accessed (N=285
80.1%), followed by Google Assistant (64.3%), Amazon Alexa (58.4%) and Microsoft’s Cortana (20.8%). Use of multiple
speech interfaces was common, with most participants having used two (39%) or three (23.9%) different interfaces,
29.2% having used only one and 7.9% (N=28) having used four or five. Accessing speech agents across multiple devices
was also quite common (mean=2.6, sd=1.3), with 26.9% of participants accessing them using between 3 to 6 different
devices. Our sample most commonly accessed speech interfaces through smartphones (88.5%) or smart speakers (59.2%),
followed by telephony based speech systems (30.6%), laptops (28.1%), in-car assistants (25.8%) and tablets (22.2%).
3.4.3 Procedure. The questionnaire was presented to participants online, using LimeSurvey. After following the link
provided in recruitment materials, participants were presented with an information sheet giving full details of the study
and their rights in relation to participation and data protection. After giving explicit consent to participate, participants
completed a demographic questionnaire gathering information about their age, sex, educational attainment, nationality
and their experience with speech interfaces. They were then presented with the 51 word pairs, each separated by a 7
point scale (see Figure 3). The display of word pairings was pseudo-randomised. Reflecting on previous interactions
with speech agents, participants were asked to think about the way speech agents communicate with them and then
rate the communicative ability of the speech agent they used most frequently on a scale between each of the word pairs
displayed. Instructions were given to read each pair of words carefully, to respond as quickly and accurately as possible,
and to try and avoid giving too many neutral responses. Participants were then fully debriefed as to the nature and
aims of the study.
Fig. 3. Example questionnaire structure
3.4.4 Data Analysis. We conducted a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using the psych [109] and GPArotation
[13] packages in R (Version 1.1.456) [107] so as to identify the dimensions present in the 51 word pairs. The primary
purpose of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of multivariate data, allowing for a large number of variables to be
summarized within smaller subsets, or factors [24, 41]. PCA was deemed most suitable as it does not require an a priori
hypothesized or predetermined factor structure, making it ideal for exploratory analysis [24, 41]. We note that various
recommendations are made regarding what constitutes a suitable sample size for conducting reliable PCA. A minimum
sample size of 100 is required [80], with little difference seen in resultant factor structures when samples exceed 200
participants [57]. Based on this our sample of 356 is deemed suitable for PCA.
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Eigenvalues 5.45 3.57 2.18
Proportion Variance 24% 16% 9%
Cumulative Variance 24% 39% 49%
Factor Correlations
Factor 1: Partner Competence & Dependability - 0.21 0.11
Factor 2: Human-likeness 0.21 - 0.36
Factor 3: Cognitive Flexibility 0.11 0.36 -
Based on best practice guidelines to ensure reliable and clear factor structures [35], we first removed word pairs with
weak inter-item correlations before conducting the analysis. Using established thresholds [35], word pairs with low
mean inter-item correlations (r < .15) were removed, resulting in 14 word pairs being eliminated and 37 word pairs
being included in the PCA. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test of sampling adequacy was high overall (KMO= .91) for the
remaining data, and across word pairs (KMO range= .95 to .81). Bartlett’s test was also statistically significant [x2(666)
= 4913.29, p<.001.] suggesting the data was suitable for PCA analysis.
Following [57], a first PCA iteration was conducted with all items (word pairs) set as factors, to produce eigenvalues
that are used to assess the number of factors to be retained. Here, the number factors retained in the rotated PCA was
based on parallel analysis using the Hornpa [69] function in R. Considered a more robust approach than traditional
methods such as scree plots or Kaiser criterion [57], in parallel analysis the number of factors that have higher
eigenvalues than a set of simulated eigenvalues are retained. Simulated eigenvalues are generated from the original
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data set, with the number of simulations being set as a parameter (here 1000 simulations were run) [57]. Results of the
parallel analysis suggested that 3 factors should be retained.
Next, PCA was conducted setting the number of factors to 3 and using direct oblimin rotation, the approach
recommended when underlying dimensions are likely to be related [57]. Based on best practice guidelines [35, 57]
we then iteratively removed word pairs with weak communalities (<0.4), weak loadings (<0.5) and multiple cross
loadings [35], until close to a mean communality of 0.5 was achieved. This led to a further 14 word pairs being removed.
Following pruning of these 14 pairs the 3 factor model exhibited acceptable fit (0.96), acceptable mean item complexity
(1.3), acceptable squared residuals (0.05) and accounted for 49% of variance within the data. The final word pair clusters
and factor structure are shown in Table 5. The factors revealed by the 3 factor model reflect dimensions that describe
perceptions of: partner competence and dependability; partner’s human-likeness; and partner’s cognitive flexibility.
Details regarding word pairs eliminated during PCA are included in the supplementary material.
4 DISCUSSION
Our research took a psycholexical approach in mapping partner models as a concept, identifying key dimensions that
constitute a user’s partner model for speech agents. First, through using the repertory grid technique (RGT), a total
of 246 unique word pairs were generated by users to describe their partner models of speech agents. This data was
complemented by a further 155 word pairs identified through a search of subjective questionnaires applicable to partner
modelling related concepts. After screening the 401 word pairs, a selection of 51 word pairs were included in an online
study of 356 speech agent users. These users were asked to rate the ability of speech agents as dialogue partners based
on previous experience. Through principal component analysis (PCA), where a further 27 word pairs were eliminated,
three key dimensions of a user’s partner model for speech agents were identified. These key dimensions reflected
perceptions of a dialogue partner’s: 1) competence and dependability (emerging from perceptions of competence,
reliability and precision); 2) human-likeness (whether the speech agent is perceived as human-like, warm, social or
transactional); and 3) cognitive flexibility (whether the speech agent is perceived as flexible, interactive or spontaneous).
For a full list of attributes within each dimension see Table 5. This is a significant contribution in that it not only outlines
the multidimensional nature of partner models in speech agent interaction, but adds specific structure to the concept
that, to-date, has been lacking.
4.1 The Influence of Design on Partner Models
Our study adds much needed definition to the concept of user partner models. This should allow researchers to gather
deeper insight into how design decisions may influence these models. Earlier work hypothesises that design choices,
such as accent [40] and anthropomorphic dialogue strategies [18] affect partner modelling. Yet to date, it has not
been possible to identify what specific aspects of a partner model are influenced by these choices, with studies using
behavioural adaptation as evidence of general model change and influence [16, 40]. Our work opens the possibility
that these design decisions do not universally impact a user’s model, being more nuanced in their effect. For instance,
rather than influencing cognitive flexibility judgements, accent-based design choices may alter estimates of partner
knowledge (relevant to competence and dependability) and human-likeness, making those dimensions more likely
drivers of linguistic adaptation proposed [40]. Echoing recent work, human-likeness in design tends to inform initial
partner model development [40, 42, 49]. To ensure partner models are accurate, human-like design should be congruent
with the level of system capability [91]. Our work gives a framework to help identify how human-like design choices
may impact perceptions of human-likeness alongside other associated partner model dimensions such as perceptions of
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cognitive flexibility, and competence and dependability. The dimensionality identified is also useful for informing how
other design choices may influence partner models. For example, expressive synthesis [25] and the use of more social
talk [61] are likely to have an influence on specific model dimensions. Our work is an important first step in allowing
researchers to explore how specific design choices affect these models more specifically. It is important to note that,
rather than suggesting designers implement these partner model dimensions in speech interfaces, our findings identify
perceptions that may be influenced by design changes.
4.2 Partner Model Dimensionality, Salience and Dynamics
Our findings emphasise that people’s partner models are clearly more detailed and complex than more general
descriptions of speech agents as at risk listeners [15, 39, 40, 88, 97], poor [37] or basic dialogue partners [16]. While
the number of dimensions that are reflected on simultaneously is open to debate [74, 94], it is likely that dimensions
may becoming more or less salient in different contexts and over the course of interaction. For instance, the salience
of dimensions may vary within certain situational contexts, such when using an agent in health, wellbeing or care
domains [83, 122] where human-likeness and perceptions of empathy are important. Indeed, events during speech
agent dialogue may also bring dimensions to the fore, such as negotiating errors and miscommunications highlighting
capability and flexibility judgements. The idea that certain aspects of a partner model will be more or less salient in
response to specific system behaviours, dialogue events or contexts is similar to the idea of one-bit processing [17].
It also echoes accounts of how inaccurate mental models are amended [74], and how partner specific information is
incorporated in perspective taking [51]. All suggest that, models of a partner (or object) need not be comprehensive at
all times, with specific dimensions dominating perceptions at different moments during the interaction or in response
to dialogue events. With our research now identifying dimensions of speech agent partner models, future work can
build on this by examining the influence of specific interaction events and context on model use. It also opens avenues
for exploring how partner models might impact language production dynamically during HMD.
4.3 The Interdependence and Dynamism of Partner Models
Although this work significantly expands on the dimensionality of partner models as a concept, our results do not
make any inferences about the causal relationships between the dimensions identified. However, it is highly likely
that, although distinct, these dimensions are interdependent, with changes in one dimension impacting or affecting
changes in another. For instance, it may be that changes to the perceived human-likeness of a system may lead to
increases in perceptions of partner competence and dependability. This is eluded to in recent research, whereby the
human-likeness of systems is seen to act as an anchor for initial perceptions of what a system knows and can do
[42, 88]. Work suggests that early attention to anthropomorphic characteristics leads to high expectations in regard
to competence and dependability, which are quickly identified as unrealistic following interactions [88]. Whilst work
examining dynamic adaptations of partner models in response to dialogue events has been somewhat limited to-date,
available accounts support our assertion that partner models are adaptive. For example, Leahu et al. [86] suggest that
people use broad partner types (e.g. human and machine) to make comparisons across specific dimensions (i.e. humor
and/or intelligence), whilst dynamically working towards a more accurate model [86]. Human dialogue work [17] also
emphasises that partner models may evolve as a user’s initial stereotype driven perceptions (e.g. global model) are
fashioned into a more accurate, experience-based local model specific to a dialogue partner. Similar effects may occur
within speech agent dialogue, where a user’s initial perception of an agent becomes more nuanced once informed
by direct experiences with a particular agent over time. An open question also relates to how these more nuanced
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models may then feedback to influence a user’s global model to inform initial interactions with new, unfamiliar speech
agents. Findings from our work open avenues for examining the interdependent and dynamic relationship between
partner model dimensions, with a level of detail that was not previously possible. Future research efforts should focus
on exploring how perceptions on these dimensions change over time, how they become more nuanced with experience
and how this experience may feedback to inform global models of speech agents.
5 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The triading paradigm used in RGT requires participants to be presented with three exemplars, two similar and one
dissimilar, to provoke reflection about key characteristics of an object of interest (speech agents) and how they may
be similar or different to an appropriate comparator (a human). Although users readily make comparisons between
humans and machines in speech agent interaction without being instructed to do so [38, 88], the triading may have
made these more likely. Previous work emphasizes that human comparison is core to speech agent partner model
building and research [16, 39, 42, 86, 88]. Following this, we used a human comparator to prompt word-pair generation
in word pool generation phase 1. In the later online study, responses to these word pairs were given specifically in
relation to speech agent interaction only. Future work could add more speech agent elements - such as other speech
interfaces and/or social robots with more or less human-like qualities - to gather a wider range of constructs, adding
further granularity.
To ensure initial word pairs accurately reflected speech agent perceptions, participants in the RGT study supplied
words after direct interactions. For the online questionnaire study participants were asked to reflect on past experi-
ences, rather than an interaction experienced directly prior to responding. This reflective approach was deemed most
appropriate for building a general account of partner models as it reduces the potential for the online questionnaire
responses being influenced by a specific agent or interaction encounter.
Through the execution of the study we produced a set of 401 word pairs that describe a user’s partner model of speech
agents. Much like in personality research, where the psycholexical approach is commonly used, the items produced are
not only helpful in categorising and understanding the dimensionality of partner models, but can also form the basis of
a self-report metric for measuring them. The current study is a significant step in developing such a questionnaire as it
produces the item set and gives us an initial potential factor structure. Our future work aims to further develop the final
word pair set into a fully validated partner modelling questionnaire. To do this we aim to conduct work to assess scale
reliability (e.g. internal consistency and test-retest reliability) and validity (concurrent, discriminant and predictive
validity testing), whilst performing confirmatory factor analysis on future datasets to ensure that the factor structure
identified in this paper is robust [80]. High factor loading items could be used as building blocks for a short-form scale,
although this would need to be statistically validated.
Whilst statistical approaches like PCA can result in the loss of some rich qualitative insights, their aim is to ensure
robust clustering of word pairs to identify emergent factors. Further work could add to our dataset, through research
with additional speech agents, to identify additional dimensions.
Although our work has relevance for robotics and virtual agent research, it is also important to note that our scope
is limited to identifying partner model dimensions for non-embodied speech agents, where speech is the primary if not
exclusive form of communication. Work examining perceptions of embodied agents highlights unique considerations
that may be incorporated in partner models when interacting with robots [8, 113] or avatars [5], such as animacy and/or
safety. These are underpinned by the embodied nature of these interaction paradigms. Further work should look to
replicate and build on our work within these domains.
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6 CONCLUSION
As the ubiquity of speech interfaces continues to increase, more people are now engaging with speech agents on a daily
basis. Although research has consistently emphasised the importance of our perceptions toward a system’s capability as
a dialogue partner (i.e. our partner models) in guiding interaction, the concept as it currently stands is poorly defined.
Our work aimed to give structure to this concept by identifying the key dimensions of a user’s partner model. Through
principal component analysis we identified that partner models for speech agents hold three key dimensions, which
focus on perceptions of a dialogue partner’s competence and dependability, human-likeness and apparent cognitive
flexibility. This not only adds granularity, clarity and definition to the concept, but also highlights that there are multiple
dimensions for designers to consider when aiming to support users and improve their interaction experience.
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